Minutes from 20 Apr 2018

Members of Old and New Committees in Attendance

New Curriculum passed!

Admissions Essay Question feedback
- like having one question

Admissions Stats
- 1667 applicants
- 947 essays read
- Record number of students coming this fall - 242 (compared of 193 last year), and with higher test scores and GPAs
- 46 coming out of 114 who came to interview weekend

Course proposals
- Brooke Permenter - approved
- Joshua Shanes - approved pending further information about SLOs
- Sam Flores

Draft of Course Proposal Forms
- Comment
— guidelines for “writing intensive” (including revision)? - give examples
- Approved

Assessment
- Evaluations of bachelors essays - due May 3
- Will be put on OAKS - committee will evaluate a subset of the essays (8 per committee member)
- Rubric passed out (will also be in OAKS) - 7 subscores with a scale of 1-3

Next year’s committee chair (Brain Scholtens) and secretary (Kate Pfile) nominated and approved
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